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What is Funguo?

Funguo is a journey to help you discover yourself and make a written life plan. University 
is a time of Firsts—Living on your own, meeting new people, falling in love, finding out new 
things you are great at, making decisions on your own terms—there’s so much to discover 
on campus and about yourself.  

But while it’s exciting, it can also be a confusing time. Everything is new, the rules of the 
game have changed, and while everyone tells us to “dream big,” we struggle to discover 

the keys to unlock successful and happy lives. There are so many questions about the future: How can 
I tell the difference between what I really want, and what everyone around me is telling me I should 
want? How will I find the money to finance my ambitions? How will I find a job? How will I know if 
the person I love is right for me? How will I cope if something goes terribly wrong and my plans get 

derailed? How can I protect myself against scary diseases and a pregnancy at the wrong time? 
How can I tell the difference between attainable dreams and unreachable fantasies?

During this time of our lives everything is changing so fast—
ourselves included. It can feel impossible to make a 

plan for this weekend, much less for our lives; 
and yet the future looms on the horizon like a 
dark cloud, filling many of us with anxiety. 

One of the keys to unlocking a Brighter Future 
is having a life plan—something written down.  
Something inspiring you can come back to 
when the going gets tough. The plan doesn’t 
have to be perfect, and it is bound to change (life 

is unpredictable after all, and even the happiest 
people experience setbacks).  But the process of thinking about what you might want 

your future to look like and why, brings the future into the present and starts you on the road to 
achieving it. 

How it Works…
The simple exercises on the following pages can help unlock your personal vision of a BRIGHTER 
FUTURE, and think through some of the steps to get there.  It is meant to be a companion to a 
workshop done with friends, but it doesn’t have to be done in a group if you are more comfortable 
exploring these issues alone. Or, if you prefer, you can work on your plan in advance, then discuss it 
with friends or a mentor. 

   During 
this time of our lives 

everything is changing so 
fast—ourselves included
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• Letter From the Editor (page 4)    

• Part I: Inner Space… Getting 
to Know the Real You (page 6) 
you will build the foundation for your 
Life Plan by discovering what you care 
about most and thinking about what you 
have already done to defend these values and overcome 
challenges in your life. 

• Part II: A Future of Fulfillment! (page 12)         
You will create a vision of your future. You will think about 
different areas of your life: Career, Finance, Health and 
Relationships. You will write down all of the things you 
would like to do, be and have in each of these areas.  You 
will also think about how you will get through problems in 
this imagined future.

• Part III: A Wo(Man) with a Plan (page 16) 
Thinking about your values and strengths, you will make 
specific goals for each of these areas, and begin to think 
about what small actions you can take NOW to begin 
moving towards your goals. This section is chock full of 
helpful tips and practical ideas to make every part of 
your life better.

• Part IV: Life is Messy! (page 34)                 
You will think about how your plan could get off 
track, and what you will do when it does to get it 
back on. You will think about how your strengths 
can be transferred from one situation to another… 
these are your personal secrets of success.

Let’s get started…

Congratulations on taking 
the first step to unlocking a 

Brighter Future! 
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Letter from the Editor… 

I will never forget the morning that I received that call during my final year at University. I had just 
come back from breakfast, and was about to go and take an exam. I was thinking dreamily about my 
boyfriend, Stephen, who I was completely in love with. I was expecting him to propose to me over 
the coming Christmas holiday. I was a few months from graduation and my life was turning out fine. 
I wasn’t too worried about the future because I knew that Stephen and I would take care of each 

other and figure it out together, plus he had a good stable job. 

Oops...
But that morning, Stephen called me, crying. After much mumbling, his news finally came out: he had 
gotten another woman pregnant and she was going to have the baby. He was going to marry her. I 
remember looking at myself in the mirror over the dresser and watching my lips go white as my heart 
thundered painfully in my chest. In ten seconds flat my beautiful vision of my future was shattered. I 
suddenly understood why I had gotten infected with that sexually transmitted infection and had to be 
treated for early stage cervical cancer, even though Stephen had been my first and only sexual partner. 

Show Me A Sign…
The next few weeks I walked around in a fog. I was depressed and lost. I had never imagined that I 
would venture into adulthood all alone, and I had no idea how to proceed. One day, while wandering 
around at the local shopping center, I saw a sign advertising a life-planning workshop. I skipped classes 
for two days and attended the workshop. I can’t even remember which classes I missed, but I will tell 
you this: Those two days changed the trajectory of my life. 

The workshop leader took us through a series of exercises that made me think—for the very first 
time—about what I really value—what I really wanted from my life beyond the clichés of a fancy 
career and a nice house and car, a husband and three children. More than that, the workshop helped 
me set some specific goals related to living my values, think about how I would get there, and what I 
could do immediately to begin achieving those goals. I was still nursing my broken heart when I left the 
workshop, but the future looked brighter than it had in long time. 
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Who is the Victim?
I realized that of all of the people in our little love triangle, I was the luckiest: Stephen and the other 
woman had a new life with an unplanned baby on the way. Their lives were changed forever. Though 
I had not used condoms as much as I should have (um, I got an STI), at least I was taking the pill. 
Although it might not have been exactly the destiny I imagined, MY future was still my own. I started 
doing the little things I planned during the workshop. One step at a time I started piecing together an 
awesome new future, without Stephen.

I am now 38 years old  and living a life that many consider to be extraordinary. I have a job I love 
doing meaningful work. I make enough money to travel the world and buy some beautiful things. I am 
blissfully married to a successful and supportive man, and we have kids who (so far!) are turning out 
just fine. The turning point was that plan made long ago. Because I planned, I avoided some serious 
diversions (like an unplanned pregnancy!). And the values I discovered that day have continued to 
guide me, like points on a compass. 

What’s my Secret?
But even though I have always had a plan, my life has not been a straight road. It 
requires adjustments and updates. There have been twists and turns, 
disappointments and failures along the way. I have made 
serious mistakes. I have gotten off track. New Year’s 
resolutions have been abandoned, and The 
Plan has fallen to pieces over and over. Every 
life is hard; even those that seem perfect from 
the outside. There is no such thing as a straight 
line to success, but having a life plan that is built 
on my values and strengths has helped me to 
define a destination and trace a path. And I’m still 
planning—I have a lot of life left!

Today I am Facebook friends with Stephen. He 
never did marry the woman he got pregnant but he 
did marry two others (not at the same time). He posts pictures of his son. He works in a small city 
and has worked for the same company for over a decade now. We used to dream together about 
travelling and changing the world—about living extraordinary lives. He once wrote to me to say that 
he admires my life—that I was the “one that got away.” Looking back, I see I really did get away... Thank 
Goodness for that—and for the pill—it probably made my life what it is.

It is my hope that Funguo will help you the way that seminar so many years ago helped me. Having 
a written life plan is the first step towards bringing your future into the present, a tool to help you 
unlock your future and unleash your potential. 

Let’s do it!

Manya Dotson & the world’s 
sexiest editorial team*

                                       
“In ten seconds flat the 

beautiful vision of my future 
was shattered.”
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Part

01
Inner Space…

Getting to Know 

the Real You

 “Who looks outside, dreams. Who looks 

inside, awakes ”. 

 Carl Jung
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Introduction

People have different experiences, personalities and strengths. They approach problems 
differently and value different people, possessions and ideals. It is natural that different young 
people might have different plans for their lives, and different ideas about what a Brighter 
Future looks like. For example, a woman who values and admires prestige and financial 

security might have a different vision of a fulfilling life than a man who values and admires service to 
community and learning. The exercises in this section will help you to discover YOUR governing values 
and your personal strengths. These will form a foundation upon which you will build the other sections 
of your life plan. 

Activity 1: A Wonderful Memory
Think about an activity or a memory that makes you feel joyful and full of happiness and hope. What 
are you doing? Who is with you? What made it feel so great?
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Activity 2: What I treasure – Discovering my            
governing values
The list of words is not an exhaustive list of all possible values but, rather, select values for the purposes 
of this exercise. Feel free to replace these with other ideals that are more important to you.   To begin, 
try to filter out any voices in your head that may be telling you what others (society, the media, peers, 
your parents, teachers, etc.) expect of you. 

Listen to your inner voice. 

What is important to you?  Circle the 10 values that are most important to you1 

Courage Adventure Balance Determination

Creativity Fitness Peace Excellence

Loyalty Reliability Self-Love Learning

Family Respect Humility Freedom

Recognition Commitment Mercy Faith

Generosity Wealth Wonder Steadfastness

Moderation Obedience Enthusiasm Helpfulness

Justice Purity Passion Perseverance

Gentleness Self-discipline Professionalism Other?

Humour Gratitude Integrity Other?

Love Contentment Forgiveness Other?

It can be hard to figure out which ideals you value most. These questions might help. Use them if 
they are helpful, and take some notes so that you remember your thoughts

Q1. Think about a time you felt really bad… this can give you some insight into values that might have 
been violated.

Q2. Think  about a time you felt really good…Which values were supported in this situation?From all 
of the exercises above, think about the 3-5 values that matter the most to you. After each one, write a 
few clarifying statements about what it looks like to practice this value in real life

1  Career Test for the Soul  •   www.career-test.biz  •  Adapted from FranklinCovey First Things First workshops
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Example: 

Value: Professionalism

Clarifying statements: 

• I do my best at every task I engage in
• I have a positive attitude and try to help others to achieve
• I actively seek solutions to problems, and I try not to be a problem      

for others

Value:

 Clarifying statements:

• 

• 

• 

Value:

 Clarifying statements:

• 

• 

• 

Value:

 Clarifying statements:

• 

• 

• 
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Activity 3: Stronger than you Know…

As you get to know yourself, it is important to think about your STRENGTHS! These are the skills, 
aptitudes, talents, and character traits that you will draw upon when you face difficulties in life.

Think about the hardest thing you have ever been through in your life so far. How did you cope 
and get through it, what strategies did you use? What skills, aptitudes, talents and character 
traits were revealed in that situation?  

Example: In my first year of university, I was diagnosed with an STI called HPV. I was so humiliated and afraid to 
tell my mom, but I needed her help because I had to have a small surgery. I had always been such a “good girl” 
and I thought she might never trust me again. I had to get my courage up and just tell her. I cried a lot. In the 
end I was really proud of my courage and honesty. I didn’t lie about it, and I didn’t avoid it. I felt like I was very 
mature in that situation and handled it like an adult. I took care of my health and myself and I was brave and 
honest. I know that in the future I can rely on my bravery and honesty to help me through other difficult things. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Looking at your answers, 
above, write down your 5 
greatest strengths. These 
strengths can be used to 
overcome any challenge!

Example:  My independence. I have always been able to stand up for my 
beliefs, even when the pressure was intense. 

My Greatest Strengths
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Getting the Picture

Congratulations! You have just done some really tough thinking and now have more clarity on who 
you REALLY ARE and what makes you unique and special. Use this space to draw a picture that 
summarizes what you have learned about yourself in a way that inspires you. If you are ever feeling 
down, look at the picture and remember the keys to your personal POWER! 

Pro Tip: Sometimes we don’t realize that 

personal strengths and talents 

can be applied to different areas 

of our life and different types of 

situations. Great at getting to-

gether a group to go out? Use 

your social mobilization skills to 

pull together a study group…
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Part

02
A Future of 

Fulfillment!

 “I always said I wanted to be someone. I should 

have been more specific. ” 

Lily Tomlin      

 “If you don’t know where you are going, you’ll end 

up someplace else. ”

Yogi Berra
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Introduction

The next part of your plan will build on the last. In this section we will visualize what our 
Brighter Future might look like. In the next sections we will think about what we need to 
do specifically to get us there, but for now we are dreaming big. As you create your vision 
for the future, think about your values, and what kind of life choices will support your values. 
Sometimes we have a vision for our lives that is based on dreams that other people have 

for us, or on things we don’t really value. This is your chance to think about what you would like to 
achieve in your life, and what would bring you a sense of fulfillment and motivation. In the next section 
we’ll get more specific… in this one, have fun!

Activity 1: A Perfect Day
Imagine a perfect day in your future. Where are you? What is going on? Who is there with you?

Activity 1: What do you REALLY Want?
Think about relationships, health, career and any other area that is very important in your life (look for 
clues from part I!). Now, use the space below to make a list of all of the things you would like to Be, 
Do and Have in each of these areas. Don’t worry too much about getting everything into just the right 
category; at this point we are just imagining possibilities. And if these categories don’t speak to you, then 
make up your own: School, Spirituality, Business, Service… The key is to think through what you want…
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Be Do Have

Example:  

Be a director of an 
organization that does 
some sort of service 
work

Example: 

Come up with a creative 
idea that changes the 
world for the better

Example: 

A smart wardrobe that 
makes me feel fabulous 
and powerful

Example: 

A supportive and fun  
mother
A sexy and interesting 
wife

Example: 

Spend weekends having 
interesting adventures 
with my family

Example: 

Two children

Example: 

Fit, shapely, and 
beautiful

Example: 

Get an annual check up
Run a marathon

Example: 

A healthy BMI

(choose your own 
categories)

Example: 

A role model for 
young women

Example: 

Write and publish         
a book 

Example:

A high quality camera
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What I want to…In my… What I want to… What I want to…
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Getting the Picture
Some people find it helpful to create a picture of their future. If that would be helpful for you, use this 
space to make a drawing, collage, diagram, map, maze, timeline, or any other kind of visual that helps 
you to make your vision of a Brighter Future feel as real as possible. 

Pro Tip: One of the PROVEN keys to hap-

piness is noticing things that you 

are grateful for every day. A grate-

fulness journal can be kept on an 

agenda, an app, or on your phone. 

Some people send a daily email to 

friends who respond with their 

own gratefulnesses. Focus on 
the positive and pave your road to 

success!
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Part

03
A Wo(Man)      

With a Plan

“A goal without a plan is just a wish.”

 Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

“If you fail to plan, you are planning to fail!” 

Benjamin Franklin
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Introduction

In the last section we spent some time creating a vision of what we would like our future life to look 
like and some of the things we would love to be, do and have. Now it’s time to take those dreams 
and turn them into some more specific goals. In this section we are going to work with two kinds of 
goals: Big/ambitious goals like, “Write and publish a book” and Smaller/easy immediate actions that 
we can start right away, like: “spend 10 minutes every day writing.”  The more focused are goals are, 

the less intimidating they can be. 

For many people, thinking about career goals is 
easy and familiar. In fact, many people think that 
a “Life Plan” is the same thing as a “Career Plan.” 
But our lives are a lot more than our careers, 
and things like health, finance, and relationships 
can have a huge impact on our ultimate 
happiness. 

So, in the next steps, we will break goals 
into 4 areas: Career, Relationships, Health 
and Finance. In truth, all of these things 
are intertwined, and they influence one 
another. For example, an unplanned 
pregnancy could impact your career, 
finances, health and relationships in 
profound ways. There may be other 
areas where you would like to set 
some goals. Our framework is meant 
to be a guide, but if you find that it 
constrains you, then modify!

09:2309:24

Hey babez!

Hav u heard abt the Funguo stuff?

W’sup hun?

09:30 Sure... Cheers!  

09:27

Yeah, Who hasn't? Even Carol 
can't stop talking bout it. She sez 

it's off the chains!

09:29

She's even got this Funguo mag. 
She's always writing there, but 

she won't let me see it.

09:26

Let's get in on it too... C U L8r? 
09:30

09:28

It's a life planing thingy... Model UN 

and Student Union guys r doin it

3G

10:20
Joe typing... 
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Career...
Rx for your CV

You know you need a CV, but if you haven’t had a job what can you possibly put on it? Simon Mbugua, 

Director of Human Resources for Jhpiego, an international NGO with over 260 employees, has some 

advice: “A CV isn’t just about jobs. It helps employers to get an idea of who you are and what you are 

passionate about. Put positions you’ve held on campus, volunteer jobs you’ve done, clubs you’ve been a 

part of, and any special projects you have completed which show off unique skills. Regular volunteer work 

can be a great source of experience and references, plus it shows an employer that you are reliable and 

willing to work. Finally, tailor your CVs to speak to the advertised position. Highlight the relevant skills 

and experience that the recruiter will be looking for. This will make your CV to stand out from a stack of 

hundreds that the recruiter will be reviewing.”  Still have nothing to say? Get involved NOW!

X, Y, W
HAT? Bridging the    

generational gap…

Ever notice how older people just don’t get you? It’s not your fault: Generational groups have very different 

values and working styles. With up to four generations in the workplace, conflict is common. 

If you are in college now, you are most likely a Millennial, also known as Generation Y. In contrast to 

older colleagues, tolerant and fun-loving Millenials tend to have short attention spans and want instant 

gratification: if it ‘aint streamin’, they be screamin’! Because they are used to getting things quickly, they can 

feel frustrated in bureaucratic business environments and expect to advance fast—even if they don’t have 

any experience. Great with technology and very social, Millennials love working in teams. They want to 

be coached and mentored and appreciate immediate recognition and rewards. Sound like you? If so, you 

may run into 

trouble with older colleagues. Here’s a survival guide:

YOUR 
BOSS
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BABY WHAT’S WRONG?
 WHAT DID I DO NOW?

 

IT’S DAD. He’S 
BRAGGING AGAIN 

ABOuT HIS DAuGHTeR 
THe DAkTARI.

POle. FOR me IT’S 
THReATS… POlIce 

AcADemY.

I HATe cHemISTRY! 
WHAT I ReAllY lOve         

IS kIDS.

 
mAYBe 

THeRe’S SOme WAY 
TO DO BOTH…

WHY DON’T YOu 
vOluNTeeR WITH A 

PeDIATRIcIAN OveR THe 
HOlIDAYS?
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Q&A: How can I stay motivated during a job search when it 
feels like every door is closing?

Looking for a job is no joke. It’s easy to become overwhelmed and discouraged. The following      
actions have been proven to increase perseverance, or the ability to keep trying, even when faced   
with obstacles.

 Expect positive outcomes: You are among the brightest young minds in      
the country, with a great education. With effort you will find a job! 

 Cultivate Self-esteem: To convince others to believe in you, you have to 
believe in yourself, which means paying attention to conversation you are having 
with yourself inside your own head. Talk to yourself at least as nicely as you would 
talk to a good friend. If you find your own mind is dogging you with insults and 
negativity, call foul and replace the thought with a good one!

 Reframe the shame: You’re not “failing” to find a job—you are learning about 
employers, making connections, and getting a lot of practice interviewing. What is 
shameful about that?

 Reward effort: Set goals linked to job-hunting effort, and congratulate 
yourself for achieving them. Complete five interviews?  You’re 5 steps closer 
to getting your dream job!

 Build a Dream Team: Are your friends full of gloom and doom, or 
are they united in encouraging you to achieve your dreams? Make a pact 
with your buddies to stay positive, and question any rumors. 

Source: Seligman et. Al. The Catalogue of Virtues.
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Set Career Goals:
Look at the list of the things you would like to be, do and have. Which of these are related to your 
career? What could you realistically do in the next 5 years? Set some smart goals, and a few steps that 
you can start NOW to move in that direction

Example:

 Goal: Secure internship with an engineering firm by the end of my final year at JKUAT

  Immediate Actions: 

• Research LinkedIn for Kenyans working at major engineering firms
• Put together my CV by the end of August 2013

  Goal:

 Immediate Actions:

• 

• 

• 

 Goal:

  Immediate Actions:

• 

• 

• 

 Goal:

  Immediate Actions:

• 

• 

• 
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Relationships...

According to relationship expert, Gary 

Chapman, there are five main ways that we 

express and receive love: Through PHYSICAL 

TOUCH, spending QUALITY TIME together, 

using WORDS OF AFFIRMATION, by giving 

THOUGHTFUL GIFTS, and/or by doing 

thoughtful ACTS OF SERVICE to help out the 

person we love. Knowing your preferred love 

language—and that of your partner—can make 

your relationship stronger. If you are giving gifts 

to a guy who just wants a good snuggle, then 

you might be missing the mark. And that special 

meal he made you during finals? He was using 

his language to say: I lo
ve you! Take the full quiz 

at www.5lovelanguages.com/profile/  to learn 

more or just think about which statement below 

describes you best:

• I love it when my partner tells me I look 

good.  (WORDS OF AFFIRMATION)

• No matter what we do, I love doing things 

with my partner. (QUALITY TIME)

• Little things my partner does for me mean 

more than things s/he says. (A
CTS OF 

SERVICE)

• I can’t help but touch my partner when s/he 

is close by. (PHYSICAL TOUCH)

• I treasure the gifts my partner has given to 

me—even tiny things. (GIFTS)

5 love languages—what is yours?

WHAT’S WRONG SHeIlA?

IT’S JOe. He’S AlWAYS 
TexTING WITH veRO AND He 
GeTS mAD THAT I’m JeAlOuS.

JOe lOveS YOu… YOu HAve           
TO TAlk TO HIm.

I’m SO ScAReD OF                  
lOSING HIm
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Technique
How to do it

Example

Reflective 

listening or 

looping

After the person says s
omething frustrating, 

try to repeat back to them what you 

have heard to check that you are really 

understanding. 

Shelia: “Joe, I HATE IT when you text with Vero!”

Joe: “What I hear you saying is that you feel our 

relationship is threatened when I text with Vero; did I 

get that righ
t?”

Empathy
Try to identify how the person is really 

feeling and let them know you understand.

Sheila: “I just can’t stand that girl! 
Her game is to 

break up happy couples.”

Joe: “Sheila, you seem upset and a little
 scared.”

Open-ended 

Question

When a person makes an accusation, or 

frustrating remark, instead of responding 

defensively, ask a
 question to learn more

Sheila: “All Kenyan Men are the same,         
     

Joe—Cheaters!”

Joe: “Sheila, since I have to work with Vero on that 

class p
roject, help me understand what it w

ould take 

for you to see me as different?”

Use this Feedback Formula     
     

   

to Feel Better

Confronting a frie
nd when something is bothering us can feel overwhelming. Next time you need to clear the 

air, try
 using this feedback fo

rmula: 

1. Remind 

the person of 

where and when 

the event that 

bothered you 

happened

Talk it 

out and Feel 

Better!

           
     

2. Describe 

exactly what 

the person did 

or said (Stick to the 

facts, as exactly 

as possible)

           
      

3. Describe 

how it made 

you think or 

feel--the impact 

their words or 

behavior had 

on you.

+
+

=

“Joe, r
emember 

Saturday ni
ght 

when we were in 

my room
 after 

the 

movie?

When we start
ed…

you know… you said: 

“Now that y
ou have 

that im
plant, 

why 

are we still 
using 

condom
s. Don’t yo

u 

love m
e?”

When yo
u said 

that I
 felt r

eally 

pressu
red and

 upset, 

and my whole n
ight 

was ruined. 

You know I love 

you. Condom
s 

aren’t 
about 

you… they
 make 

me feel 
I can 

relax a
nd enjo

y 

being w
ith you

.”

Listen up! 

Feeling misunderstood? Many conflicts in relationships can be traced back 

to both parties feeling unheard or secretly scar
ed. Try these simple listening 

techniques and banish battles. If you use them in regular conversation, you 

can avoid clashes altogether.
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Pro TIP: 

If you are ALWAYS the vic
tim and 

constan
tly misunderstoo

d the pr
ob-

lem is very 
likely YO

U. Think har
d 

about what you
 might be 

doing, an
d 

why othe
rs are m

isunderstan
ding 

you. Is it the
 tone of

 your voice?
 

Your body l
anguage? Ask a tru

sted 

friend to
 help yo

u figure it ou
t.

I Get So Emotional, Baby....
While most of us have heard of IQ, a measure of intellectual capacity, when it comes to success in 
life, the evidence suggests that your Emotional Intelligence (EQ) may be even more important. But 
what is it exactly? The table, below, outlines the pillars of emotional intelligence. Give yourself a rating 
(Excellent, Good, Ok, Meh...) on each one...

What it is Hallmarks of those         
who have it

Rate 
yourself!

Self-Awareness The ability to recognize and 
understand your moods, emotions 
and drives, as well as their effect 
on others

Self confidence

Realistic self-assessment

Self-insulting sense of humor

Self-Regulation The ability to control or redirect 
disruptive impulses and moods

The propensity to suspend 
judgment—to think before acting

Trustworthiness and integrity

Comfort with uncertainty

Openness to change

Motivation A passion to work for reasons that 
go beyond money or status

Pursue goals with energy and 
persistence

Strong drive to achieve

Optimism, even in the face of 
failure

Organizational commitment

Empathy The ability to understand the 
emotional makeup of other 
people

Skill in treating people according 
to their emotional reactions

Sensitivity

Ability to connect with 
people

Social Skill Good at managing relationships 
and building networks

Easily find common ground and 
build rapport

Persuasiveness

Expertise in building and 
leading teams

*Source:  Goleman, Daniel, Suzy Welch, and Jack Welch. What makes a leader?. Findaway World, LLC, 2012.
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Set Relationship Goals
For many of us, relationships with roommates, friends, siblings, parents and significant others are the 
source of tremendous joy and fun. But relationships aren’t always easy, and maintaining them requires 
both patience and skills. While relationships can make us happy, they can also break our hearts and 
create tremendous turmoil in our lives. Setting some specific goals about how we want to engage in 
relationships can help us manage them more effectively.

 Goal:  I will stop fighting so much with my mom.

 Immediate Actions: 

1. I will call my mum every Sunday, just to talk.

2. I will listen and make sure I understand before I react defensively

 Goal: Other examples?

  Immediate Actions:

• 

• 

• 

 Goal:

 Immediate Actions:

• 

• 

• 

 Goal:

 Immediate Actions:

• 

• 

• 
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Health...
Oh, Baby! 

If a baby could bust up your plans, then modern birth control is an 

absolute must: 

Fertility peaks in your early 20s! In fact, 

your chances of getting pregnant if you 

have sex without using birth control at  

this age are at a whopping 86%!* 

There is no such thing as a “Best” birth control method—

what you want is the method that best fits your body, habits 

and needs. Don’t want to have a baby for a couple years? 

A long-term option like an IUCD (coil) or implant is a 

great, safe choice for young women. Doubling up 

with condoms will protect you from a lot of 

gnarly sex infections, including HIV. Check out 

the charts for more info on your options.  A 

quick visit to the clinic will get you sorted.

*M. Sara Rosenthal. The Fertility Sourcebook
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What is EXCEssiVE Alcohol Use?

Binge Drinking: a pattern of consuming large 

amounts of alcohol in a single sitting: 5 or more drinks on 

a single occasion for men or 4 or more drinks on a single 

occasion for women, generally within about 2 hours. 

Heavy Drinking: For men, heavy drinking is typically 

defined as consuming an average of more than 2 drinks 

per day, or more than 14 drinks per week. For women, 

heavy drinking is typically defined as consuming an 

average of more than 1 drink per day, or more than 7 

drinks per week.

2hrs

2hrs

Day

Week

Day

Week



Getting drunk can be harmful for a variety of 
reasons, including:

• Impaired brain function resulting in poor 
judgment, reduced reaction time, loss of 
balance and motor skills, or slurred speech. 
This can be particularly dangerous when 
combined with driving

• Weakening of the immune system.

• Increased risk of certain cancers, stroke, 
and liver diseases, Sexually transmitted 
infections, and HIV

• Coma and death can occur if alcohol is 
consumed rapidly and in large amounts.

BEWARE: If you find that you have a strong 
craving for alcohol, you continue to drink in 
spite of repeated physical, psychological or 
interpersonal problems and/or you seem to be 
unable to limit drinking you may be an alcoholic. 

so i like to drink 
...sO WHAT?

An Alcoholics Anonymous Helpline can be 
reached at: 0700153832. Check out the Kenya 
AA webpage http://www.aa-kenya.or.ke for 
information and help.

Just Using or 
ABUsing?
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Less e�ective

About 30 pregnances per 100

women each year

More e�ective

Less than 1 pregnancy per 100

women each year

Why couples like it

Less than

1 per 100

2 - 4 
per 100

15 - 25 

per 100

About 30

per 100

With IUCDs and Implant: Little or nothing

to do, nothing to remember.

Extremely e�ective. Easily reversed. No impact on fertility.

IUCDs 

Implant 

Pills 

Injectibles 

Male condoms 

Withdrawal 

Spermicides 

Female condoms
Emergency pills

Shot: Fewer doses to remember, nobody will know.

Pill : Easily reversable, but have to remember to take it 

each day.

Condoms:  Protect you from HIV and other STIs

Emergency Contraceptive: Great for a true 

emergency, but shouldn’t be used regularly.

Withdrawal: Better than nothing at all, but not very 

e�ective. since drops of semen (pre-cum) are present 

long before you ejaculate

Spermicides: Sometimes used with condoms, 

can act as a lubricant.

Comparing effectiveness 

of birth control methods

According to the Centres for Disease Control Alcohol Abuse is a 
pattern of drinking that results in harm to one’s health, interpersonal 
relationships, or ability to work. If any of these have happened to you, 
you may need to do some serious thinking about your drinking:

• You have put yourself in danger while drinking 

• You have physically hurt yourself while drinking

• You continue drinking despite relationship problems that are 
caused or worsened by drinking.

• Relying on drugs or alcohol to have fun, forget problems, or relax

• Having blackouts

• Drinking or using drugs while alone

• Withdrawing or keeping secrets from friends or family

• Losing interest in activities that used to be important

• Performing differently in school (such as grades dropping and 
frequent absences)

• Building an increased tolerance to alcohol or drugs — gradually 
needing more and more of the substance to get the same feeling

• Lying, stealing, or selling stuff to get money                              
for drugs or alcohol
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Kumbe!

It is a MYTH that smoking tobacco through water (Sheesha) filters out cancer-causing 

chemicals. In fact, Sheesha smoke contains higher levels of arsenic, lead and nickel, 36 

times more tar, and 15 times more carbon monoxide than cigarettes. A one-hour 

hookah session exposes the smoker to 100 -200 TIMES the amount of smoke and 

nicotine as a single cigarette. And if you share mouthpieces, you can catch flu, 

infections and even oral herpes!* *The Baccus Network. Top Facts. Hookah Smoking

OH NO! THe cONDOm 
BROke!

 I cAN’T GeT 
PReGNANT JOe. THIS IS 

A DISASTeR.

  leTS GO 
TO THe clINIc 

TOmORROW.

cAN We GeT THe 
e-PIll?

  
IT’S POSSIBle. I 

cAN cHeck YOu NOW FOR 
INFecTIONS, AND YOu cAN cOme 

BAck TOGeTHeR IN 3 mONTHS 
FOR AN HIv TeST.

IS THeRe ANY 
cHANce We mIGHT 

HAve GOTTeN A 
DISeASe OR HIv?

AT THe clINIc

OF cOuRSe, BuT YOu SHOulD 
cONSIDeR A lONGeR-TeRm 

cONTRAcePTIve meTHOD IN 
ADDITION TO cONDOmS. 
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Set Health Goals
An important part of living our dreams is making sure that our body is up to it! Use this space to set 
some specific goals related to your Health and wellness. 

 Goal: Use a modern birth control method the entire time I am at Uni.

  Immediate Actions:

1. Research more on methods
2. Go to the clinic by the end of December.

Goal:

  Immediate Actions:

• 

• 

• 

Goal:

  Immediate Actions:

• 

• 

• 

Goal:

  Immediate Actions:

• 

• 

• 
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Money Matters...

5 ways to save 5000 in 5 months...

Fake it ‘til you Make It: Nobody has to know that you get your luxury second-hand.          
        

Save the money you would have spent on the real thing. 

Earn while you Learn: compress your notes and print them back to back;  Eat more          
       

from the student cafeteria, Join a work-study program 

Chamas ain’t just for Mamas: Create a savin
gs circle

 with your buds, pool cash to buy food then 

cook togetherr! OR start a
 small business together. When its making money, split the profits acco

rding to 

how much each person contributed to get it up and running...easy!

Earn instead of burn…M-Shwari can make even small amounts of cash work for you. 

Even a little deposit can earn up to 5%interest… just by sitting there.. or check local banks for 

other awesome offers!

Love it… then leave it…: We all get tempted by expensive stuff Just. Walk. Away.  

Use your phone to make a killing 

on your shillings! 

Try using a free App like MoneyLover, EasyMoney or                               
                       

T2Expense Manager (all available on Android). These easy-

to-use apps can make it a snap to figure out what you are 

actually spending and remind you to pay bills and 

debts. They can also help you to set up a 

budget and stick to it!

Kumbe! 

A major research conducted by Youth Dynamix in 2012 on Kenyan College Students revealed we 

spend most of our money on airtime, fun events, trendy clothing, raves, and restaurants, amounting 

to over 100 Billion Shillings annually! And, yet, we wonder how we will finance our future dreams…

10:20

10:20 10:20

10:20

1
2

3

4
5
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cAN I BORROW SOme 
mONeY? I NeeD SANITARY 

TOWelS.

I JuST GOT m-PeSA 
FROm mY uNcle. 
DRINkS ON me!

SHeIlA, YOu GOTTA 
GeT ReAl

ARe YOu kIDDING me? 
lAST WeekeND YOu 

WeRe BAkeD!

lAST WeekeND

Q&A. How can I resist buying something fabulous?

Ah yes, we all know the momentary thrill of buying something awesome that we really can’t afford. And to the 

delight of marketers everywhere we pile on the justification to defend what we know was not a good choice: 

“It’s good to treat myself!” we say, defiantly! “I w
ill use it so much, it will cost almost nothing per use…” etc. etc. 

etc. If abused, impulse buying can become addictive: it gives our brains a rush of feel-good chemicals. But once 

we come down from the “high,” we are left with guilt and shame—the opposite of a treat. 

A few tips to help you resist: 

1. Walk Away: The temptation can be overwhelming when we are in the presence of fabulous. Sometimes 

just walking away and taking some deep breaths can give us the space we need to think about the 

consequences of buying it. 

2. Delay, Delay, Delay. Give yourself a waiting period before buying.

3. Bring a shop cop. Go shopping with a friend who can help you think sensibly about what you really need. 

Is there a cheaper option that can serve the same purpose?

4. Do not shop when you feel down or upset. Impulse buying will only make you feel good for a couple of 

minutes… it won’t solve the core problem, and the hangover effect can make you even more morose.
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Description/Note Amount per Month Per year (x12)

Income      

Source 1  i.e. Parents/ Family

Source 2  i.e. Job

Source 3  i.e. Loans

Source 4  

TOTAL INCOME (total 1-4)

Expenses      

School fees

Books 

Rent

Food

Transport

Air Time

Contraception i.e. Pills and condoms

Other health

Clothing

Entertainment

Hair and beauty i.e. Makeup and weave

Other 

Other 

Other

Other

TOTAL EXPENSES

Balance (Income - Expenses)  

Set Finance Goals
Thinking about money can be intimidating—it can feel like the more we think about it, the more we 
realize we don’t have any (sigh). But doesn’t it get a bit tiring living from bob to bob—and relying on 
a boyfriend, friends, relatives or mum to get you out of a jam? Just being more conscious about where 
our money comes from, and where it goes, can actually help you find money you didn’t even know you 
have! Though it might feel scary, the more honest you are with yourself, the more useful this exercise 
will be. The basic steps of this section are as follows:

1. Figure out what it costs you to live right now. Fill in the budget, below, with your numbers.                
(Insert income statement—this needs to be designed/categories specified by the kids…)
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2. What are your biggest expenses? Is there any way you can reduce those? Take notes, below:

3. What happens if you add any expenses?

4. Go back and look at the module of what you want to do, be and have… What costs might be 
associated with getting you there? When will you have to pay?

Dream Cost and When to pay How might you finance         
this dream?

 Goal:

  Immediate Actions:

• 

• 

• 

 Goal:

  Immediate Actions:

• 

• 

• 
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Part

04
Life is Messy! 

Carry on…

“It is important to expect nothing, to take every 

experience, including the negative ones, as merely 

steps on the path, and to proceed.” 

Ram Dass 
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Introduction

The goal of life is not perfect execution of the plan you have just written.  Nor are you any 
less successful in your life if you find yourself adrift in some moment and far away from your 
governing values.  The key is to catch yourself before you are too far from shore.  

Activity 1:  Plan to get Back on Track!
Select a few of the goals that are most important to you from your plan. Think about the things that 
will likely happen that could get you off track. Then think about what you can realistically do to get back 
on track when it happens. Use the table, below, to help you think it through:

Goal Derailers How to get back on track

Example:

Save 80,000 Ksh in two years

1. Impulse purchase (I love cell 
phones!)

2. Family Emergency

1. Sell something old and save 
the profits right away so that 
my account isn’t empty

2. Put my money into an account 
where it is really hard to get 
it out
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Activity 2:  The Road to a Brighter Future!

Use the chart below to draw out key points from prior Funguo workshops.  Use the circles and 
horizon to call out a few of the most promising “guiding stars” you hope to follow in your life - perhaps 
the strengths you want to always use or ideas from the Be, Do, Have workshop.  Be sure to identify 
what you will draw upon if you ever find yourself in a “messy” situation.

SUPPORTS CHALLENGES

VALUES

MY PERFECT DAY!

FIVE BOLD STEPS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. FIND A MENTOR

START A GRATEFULNESS JOURNAL

GET ON A CONTRACEPTIVE METHOD

LIMIT WEEKEND DRINKING TO 2 DRINKS

OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

Family CreativityLearning Learning

My aunt is an awesome 
mentor

Getting a good education

I stay positive, even when 
I am discouraged

Sexy 
Marriage

Good 
Career

Help my 
community

Healthy, 
Happy 

Children

My friends pressure me   
to party

Too many cute boys at 
Campo—but none are 
serious!

Impulse spending!

EXAMPLE!
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SU
PP

O
RT

S
CH

AL
LE

NG
ES

VA
LU

ES

FI
VE

 B
O

LD
 S

TE
PS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Resources



Li
fe Planning W

orkbook




